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We study the stability of two-domain spin structures in an ultra-cold gas of magnetically trapped
87Rb atoms above quantum degeneracy. Adding a small effective magnetic field gradient stabilizes
the domains via coherent collective spin rotation effects, despite negligibly perturbing the potential
energy relative to the thermal energy. We demonstrate that domain stabilization is accomplished
through decoupling the dynamics of longitudinal magnetization, which remains in time-independent
domains, from transverse magnetization, which undergoes a purely transverse spin wave trapped
within the domain wall. We explore the effect of temperature and density on the steady-state
domains, and compare our results to a hydrodynamic solution to a quantum Boltzmann equation.
Atomic Bose-Einstein condensates can form stable
magnetic domains, for instance due to spin-dependent in-
teraction energies [1, 2], yet at higher temperatures diffu-
sion of magnetic inhomogeneities in a weakly interacting
non-degenerate gas is typically a fast process. So long
as external field inhomogeneities are small enough that
any differential spin-dependent energy is much less than
the thermal energy, entropy dominates and the system
rapidly relaxes to a near-uniform equilibrium. However,
the addition of quantum coherence can inhibit diffusion
and lead to stable, time-independent magnetic states,
even above quantum degeneracy.
Macroscopic collective behavior in non-degenerate
gases was observed in diffusion experiments with hydro-
gen [3] and helium [4] that showed that connecting two
reservoirs of spin-polarized gas led to unexpected nuclear
magnetic resonance signals featuring coherence collapses
and long-lived revivals. These results were interpreted
as an instability-driven creation of domains [5], which
were the result of collective behavior induced by coher-
ent exchange scattering in binary collisions, known as the
identical spin rotation effect (ISRE) [6, 7] – similar to the
Leggett-Rice effect [8, 9]. Theoretical analysis suggested
that the presence of a small magnetic field gradient al-
lowed the existence of steady-state spin domains, giving
rise to the surprisingly long-lived echoes [10–12]. How-
ever, direct imaging of the stable domains was elusive.
Collective effects with similar origins were seen in the
hydrodynamic behavior of ultra-cold gases, beginning
with the observation of spin waves in non-degenerate
trapped Rb and K atoms [13, 14]. In addition to driving
precessing spin currents that lead to coherent spin os-
cillations, exchange-driven collective behavior also drives
collapse and revival of coherence in trapped ultra-cold
gases [15], and can even be used to prolong coherence
to extreme times [16]. The diffusion of spin inhomo-
geneities in ultra-cold gases is also strongly affected by
exchange-driven collective behavior, including quantum-
limited diffusion in strongly interacting Fermi gases [17–
19] and significant deviations from classical diffusion in
a weakly interacting Bose gas [20].
Collective spin effects are particularly striking in
weakly interacting gases because of the disparity of en-
ergy scales involved. Typical thermal energies of a non-
degenerate ultra-cold gas are kBT/h ∼ 15 kHz, while
mean-field interaction energies are a thousand times less.
Instead, the requirement for significant collective spin ef-
fects is that the spin rotation parameter µ be large, where
µ = ωexτ , for elastic collision time τ and mean-field ex-
change frequency ωex = gn/~. The coupling constant
g = 4pi~2a/m, with s-wave scattering length a, mass m,
and density n. When µ is large, even small potential
energy inhomogeneities can drive ensemble-wide dynam-
ics, and the addition of small external effective magnetic
fields can induce dramatic effects on the diffusive dynam-
ics of such a system.
Earlier experiments in spin-polarized H and He were
typically performed well into the hydrodynamic regime,
where damping of small perturbations is often long, and
thus spontaneously formed domain structures have time
to emerge. This is not the case in the work presented
here; instead, the system is initialized in a domain struc-
ture, and the stability of the state is explored. In this
Letter, we report the existence of stable spin domains in
a trapped non-degenerate gas of weakly interacting 87Rb
atoms. By applying a small effective magnetic field gra-
dient, the diffusion of magnetic inhomogeneities can be
dramatically slowed and even stopped. We present di-
rect evidence of spin domains persisting for more than
600 ms in regions where classical diffusion predicts relax-
ation timescales of less than 25 ms.
The experimental system consists of 87Rb atoms cooled
to near degeneracy in an axisymmetric quasi-1D har-
monic magnetic trap (ωz,ρ = 2pi × 6.7, 255 Hz respec-
tively). The spinor is a pseudo-spin-1/2 doublet com-
prised of two hyperfine ground states coupled via a two-
photon microwave transition at 6.8 GHz (|1〉 ≡ |F,mF =
1,−1〉 and |2〉 ≡ |2, 1〉). A two-domain spin structure is
initialized from |1〉 using an optical masking technique,
wherein a masked off-resonant laser shifts one side of
the atomic distribution out of resonance for a pi-pulse,
thereby transferring only the unmasked half of the dis-
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2tribution from |1〉 to |2〉 (see [20]). This coherent prepa-
ration maintains magnetization | ~M | = 1 throughout the
ensemble.
The effective magnetic field is created with an opti-
cal dipole potential using a frequency- and amplitude-
modulated acousto-optic modulator to produce a time-
averaged linear gradient in optical intensity along the
trap axis [21]. A laser detuned ∼3.4 GHz from the
D2 excited state transition creates a differential energy
shift that locally alters Larmor precession, analogous to a
magnetic field gradient torquing real spins. The gradient
size G is adjusted with laser intensity. In all experiments,
loss from spontaneous emission is below other loss pro-
cesses, such as dipolar relaxation in |2〉-|2〉 collisions.
Following preparation and evolution of the spin do-
mains, the longitudinal magnetization is measured de-
structively by direct measurement of the populations of
each spin state, M‖(z, t) = N2(z, t) − N1(z, t). Earlier
work showed that, with no applied external field, do-
main structures in a uniform differential potential still
undergo trap oscillations and diffusion [Fig. 1(a)], de-
spite significant slowing of dynamics due to collective be-
havior driven by coherent spin currents [20]. Fig. 1(b)
shows that addition of a small effective field gradient
(G = 54 Hz/mm) stabilizes the domains against both
diffusion and trap oscillations.
Classically, diffusion should occur on a timescale given
by the elastic collision time τ , which at ∼24 ms for the
conditions shown in Fig. 1 is much too fast to explain
the domain lifetimes. Nor is the domain stabilization
due to any differential mechanical force. For instance, a
50 Hz/mm field gradient shifts the relative trap centers
by only 0.1 µm, less than 0.1% of the Gaussian half-
width of the distribution z0. This effect is instead driven
by coherent spin interactions.
Furthermore, the sign of the effective field gradient is
greatly important. Though the transport equation (Eq. 1
below) supports steady-state solutions for both positive
and negative gradients, the initial domain preparation
breaks this symmetry and leads to a preferred orienta-
tion. The sign of G must oppose the initial spin gradient
in the domain wall for the stable configuration to emerge.
To rotate smoothly from one domain to the other as a
spin traverses the domain wall, spin rotation from the
external gradient must balance mean-field-induced spin
torque. Otherwise, the system is initialized far from the
gradient-driven stable state, and large amplitude tran-
sients consume virtually all the magnetization [Fig. 1(c)].
The domain behavior as a function of G can be summa-
rized by dipole moment oscillations [Fig. 1(d)].
The system is described theoretically by considering a
quasi-one dimensional trapped gas with spin density dis-
tribution function ~m(z, p, t). The evolution of the magne-
tization in the presence of weak interactions is described
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FIG. 1. Spatiotemporal evolution of radially averaged M‖
for T = 650 nK and peak density n0 = 1.4 × 1013 cm−3 at
G = 0 Hz/mm (a), 54 Hz/mm (b), and -19 Hz/mm (c). The
initial domain undergoes dipole oscillations at G = 0, which
increase in frequency and damping rate for G < 0. Positive
gradients stabilize the initial domain wall configuration. The
domain wall drifts toward the M‖ = 1 domain over time, as
|2〉 decays via dipolar relaxation. d) Time evolution of the
spin dipole moment, 〈zM‖〉, in different effective field gradi-
ents. 〈zM‖〉 oscillates for G ≤ 0, but stabilizes for positive
gradients. Larger G also leads to faster damping, through
decoherence from the inhomogeneous applied field.
by a 1D Boltzmann equation:
∂t ~m+ ∂0 ~m− 1~
(
Udiffzˆ + g ~M
)
× ~m = ∂t ~m|coll (1)
where ∂0 =
p
mRb
∂z −mRbω2zz∂p, for mass mRb and ra-
dially averaged collisional relaxation rate ∂t ~m|coll [22].
~M(z, t) =
∫
~mdp/2pi~ is the spatial component of the
spin distribution, and is the observable in these experi-
ments. Udiff represents any differential energies experi-
enced by the spin components and acts as an effective
externally applied magnetic field.
Analysis of the kinetic equation in the presence of a
linear effective magnetic field gradient, Udiff/~ = Gz, in-
deed reveals the existence of steady-state solutions fea-
turing two oppositely oriented longitudinal spin domains
(M‖ = ±1) joined by a narrow domain wall [10–12]. In
the collisionless limit, Fomin derived a relation between
the applied field gradient G and the equilibrium size of
the domain wall λeq in an open normal Fermi liquid [10].
Following these predictions, Ref. [23] obtained a similar
3expression for a trapped gas in the hydrodynamic limit,
Ghydro =
ωz
z0
1
µM
(
pi/2
1.1λeq/z0
)3
ωzτ, (2)
which scales as T/n. To provide the spin rotation re-
quired to maintain stable domains, the domain wall must
be nearly fully polarized – that is, a helical domain wall
where the spin smoothly rotates from one longitudinal
orientation to another and | ~M | ' 1 – so that µM  1.
To test these predictions, we study the dynamics of
the domain wall, which provides insight into the behav-
ior of the steady-state domains. We characterize the
domain wall with a fit to a phenomenological model,
M‖(z, t) = exp(−z2/2z20) tanh z/λ(t) , giving an initial
domain wall width λ0 ' 73(3) µm [Fig. 2(a)]. Changes
in λ due to the effective field gradient allow determina-
tion of the relationship between G and λeq. When the
applied gradient is small, the stable domain wall width
λeq is large – much larger than λ0 – and the domain wall
relaxes until it matches λeq for that G. Conversely, if
G is large, then λ shrinks. However, if G is chosen so
that λeq = λ0, no domain-wall dynamics are observed,
until eventually, at long times, dephasing from the ef-
fective field inhomogeneity removes enough coherence so
that µM < 1 and classical diffusion dominates.
We use these domain-wall dynamics to study the
steady-state configuration, because one cannot wait until
λ has stabilized to measure λeq as a function of G. Sig-
nificant transients are observed during relaxation to the
steady state, and damping of those transients removes
magnetization, as does decoherence driven by the inho-
mogeneous effective field. Thus, by the time equilibra-
tion occurs, | ~M |  1, which in turn changes λeq. In-
stead, we focus on times much shorter than these damp-
ing timescales and determine which gradientG0 stabilizes
λ0 in a fully polarized system.
Figure 2(b) shows the initial behavior of λ(t) for several
gradients, where again λ(t) comes from phenomenologi-
cal fits to M‖(z, t). At short times, λ(t) is approximately
linear, and the rate of relaxation λ˙ depends on the differ-
ence between λ0 and λeq. Figure 2(c) displays λ˙ versus
G; the horizontal intercept gives the gradient G0 that
produces the stable domain solution where λeq = λ0 and
λ˙ = 0.
Density and temperature play important roles in the
relationship between λeq and G0 (Fig. 3). At high den-
sity, the system nears the hydrodynamic regime and
transport is inhibited; thus, smaller G0 is needed to coun-
teract spin gradients. Fig. 3 shows the Knudsen number,
Kn = `/λ0, calculated at the domain-wall center using
the mean free path ` and λ0 = 73 µm. As Kn decreases
to 1, though still in the crossover region between collision-
less and hydrodynamic behavior, the 1/n dependence of
Ghydro agrees well with measured values of G0. Since the
atom cloud is collisionally thick at high n0 and atoms
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FIG. 2. a) Normalized distribution of atoms in |1〉 (N1(z), H)
and |2〉 (N2(z), N) at T = 650 nK and n0 = 2.8× 1013 cm−3.
A Gaussian is fit to the sum (•) to extract temperature. The
difference M‖ = N2 − N1 () is fit with the same Gaussian
multiplied by tanh z/λ to determine domain wall width λ.
b) Time dependence of λ immediately after application of G
(given in Hz/mm), exhibiting linear relaxation at short times.
c) Initial domain-wall relaxation rate λ˙ for three densities as a
function of effective field gradient G. Uncertainties represent
statistical uncertainty in fitting λ˙ due to shot-to-shot tem-
perature and density fluctuations. A linear fit is performed
to determine the gradient G0 that stabilizes the initial domain
wall λ0.
are more localized, we use a radially averaged density in
Ghydro, instead of an ensemble average. We note the λ
−3
0
dependence produces a 15% uncertainty in Ghydro.
Furthermore, when temperature is lowered at high den-
sity, G0 decreases. The quantitative agreement with
Ghydro is better at T = 650 nK than at 425 nK, as
assumptions contained within the model become more
strained at lower temperature – namely, that λ0  z0
and ωzτ  1. The former ensures slow, or unbounded,
diffusion, while the latter is necessary for a large enough
collision rate to ensure local equilibrium in the spin cur-
rent. However, the approximation µM  1 strengthens
at lower T as collisions become more quantum in nature.
Colder, smaller clouds do give larger uncertainties as the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) drops; additionally, the high-
est density point at T = 425 nK has T/Tc = 1.08, and
shot-to-shot fluctuations may occasionally include small
condensates, which are inclined to phase separate to min-
imize energy in even small field gradients.
At low density, the hydrodynamic approximation
breaks down, and G0 deviates from Ghydro. The ulti-
mate limits of the hydrodynamic model are shown by
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FIG. 3. Stabilizing gradient G0 as a function of peak density
and temperature for λ0 = 73 µm. Points at n0 = 1.4 ×
1013 cm−3 have been offset slightly for clarity. The data spans
the crossover from collisionless to hydrodynamic regimes, as
indicated by the Knudsen number for λ0 = 73 µm. The data is
described by Ghydro at high density for T = 650 nK (dashed)
and 425 nK (dash-dot). Dotted lines show Ghydro for λeq =
`3D (Kn = 1), demarking the region where the hydrodynamic
model’s prediction of a steady-state solution for some λ0 is
expected to be valid.
the dotted lines in Fig. 3, where Ghydro is evaluated for
the largest λeq that satisfies Kn = 1 for a given n0 and
T , i.e. λeq = `3D. Here `3D uses an ensemble-averaged
density that is more appropriate in the low-density limit,
instead of the radially averaged Kn shown on the Fig. 3
axis. The hydrodynamic model predicts that steady-
state domains exist for the parameter space to the right
of the dotted lines, but does not guarantee the existence
of any stable domains to the left. In fact, at low den-
sities the measured value of the stabilizing gradient cor-
responds roughly to λeq = `3D. A linearized moment-
method analysis of Eq. 1 in the collisionless limit suggests
that steady-state solutions do indeed exist for large do-
main walls (λ0 > z0) at small gradients, but it is not clear
that narrow domain-wall preparations such as initialized
here can be stabilized in the collisionless regime.
Low density complicates the experimental technique
of using domain-wall relaxation to find G0. The second-
lowest density in Fig. 3, n0 = 0.84 × 1013 cm−3, shows
unambiguous signatures of steady-state domains and be-
havior consistent with higher values of n0, but the G0
found for n0 = 0.55×1013 cm−3 may not truly represent a
stable domain solution for λ0 = 73 µm. Large transients
are observed here, where the initial spin current lies fur-
ther from its equilibrium value, and rapid dephasing in
the collisionless regime renders analysis of λ˙ less reliable
in determining G0. It is likely that the measurement of
G0 at this density is tainted by transients and also repre-
sents an average value for 0 < M < 1 due to dephasing.
Indeed, analysis of λ˙ for very short times (t < 8 ms) and
small gradients (G < 40 Hz/mm) suggests thatG0 should
be several times higher; however, measurements at higher
G reveal only rapid dephasing and even faster domain-
wall relaxation rates. Thus it appears that steady-state
solutions may not exist for narrow domain walls in the
collisionless limit.
Lastly, an important component to understanding the
stabilization of domains is the behavior of the trans-
verse magnetization ~M⊥ = M⊥eiφ. We study the dy-
namics of ~M⊥ for the conditions in Fig. 1(b) by apply-
ing a pi/2-pulse after a variable delay time to produce
Ramsey fringes [20]. The amplitude and phase of Ram-
sey fringes give the magnitude M⊥ and phase angle φ
respectively. There are several striking features in the
behavior of ~M⊥ (Fig. 4). First, ~M⊥ undergoes phase
oscillations, i.e. a dipolar transverse spin wave. This
represents a decoupling in dynamics between a purely
transverse spin wave and the stable longitudinal spin do-
mains, as opposed to the coupled transverse-longitudinal
spin dynamics observed in Ref. [20] at G = 0. The fre-
quency of this spin wave approaches ωz, consistent with
strongly driven, highly nonlinear dipolar spin waves [21].
Secondly, stable longitudinal domains preclude any dif-
fusion of transverse spin as well, and the transverse spin
wave remains trapped within the domain wall.
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FIG. 4. a) Initial transverse spin magnitude M⊥ as measured
from Ramsey fringe amplitudes. Also shown are M‖ and | ~M |.
Minimal decoherence is expected during the short prepara-
tion sequence. Any discrepancies in | ~M | '
√
M2‖ +M
2
⊥ are
attributed to noise degrading Ramsey fringe fits. Solid lines
are fits to a Gaussian (| ~M |), and the same Gaussian multiplied
by sech z/λ (M⊥) and tanh z/λ (M‖). b) Spatiotemporal evo-
lution of the orientation of ~M⊥(z, t), from the shaded region
in a). c) The time evolution of φ exhibits dipolar spin wave
oscillations, highlighted for two locations in the domain wall
[dotted lines in (b)].
A confined purely transverse spin wave is necessary
to support the steady-state domains. The precessing
transverse spin current provides the spin rotation as
atoms move across the domain wall from M‖ = 1 to -1.
Though microscopic spins remain coupled via the ISRE,
the macroscopic magnetization decouples completely. By
5contrast, in the absence of an effective field gradient,
the longitudinal magnetization gradient induces spin cur-
rents that determine the transverse phase gradient, which
would be stable with no field gradient. However, longitu-
dinal domains are unstable at G = 0 and undergo dipole
oscillations, dragging the transverse phase with them and
leading to rapid collapse and revival of M⊥ [20].
In conclusion, we have demonstrated stabilization of
spin domains in a non-degenerate gas using optically-
induced effective magnetic field gradients. The gradients
allow domain lifetimes more than 30 times the classical
diffusion time. This effect is driven by quantum sym-
metry in microscopic atom-atom interactions, and leads
to decoupling of the dynamics of the longitudinal spin
domains and a trapped transverse spin wave. Our ex-
periments show good agreement with a hydrodynamic
approximation at high density and suggest limitations to
steady-state domains in the collisionless limit.
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